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Exercise Sheet 5
Let h , i denote the Lorentz inner product on R2,1 .
Exercise 1: Hyperbolic circles.
Define the circle of radius r > 0 around point c ∈ H2 as

(4 pts)

Cr (c) := {x ∈ H2 | d(c, x) = r},
where d(·, ·) denotes the hyperbolic distance. Find the length of Cr (c).
Hint: It is enough to consider circles with center (0, 0, 1). Why?
Exercise 2: Orthogonal lines.
(4 pts)
Let l1 and l2 be hyperbolic lines with normals n1 and n2 . Show that there exists a unique
hyperbolic line l3 such that l1 ⊥ l3 and l2 ⊥ l3 if and only if |hn1 , n2 i| > 1.
Exercise 3: Angle of parallelism.
(4 pts)
Consider hyperbolic right triangles ABC with a right angle at C. Denote the side lengths by a, b, c and the interior angles by α, β, π/2 as usual.
(a) Show that tanh(a) = sinh(b) tan(α).
(b) Now suppose we fix b and consider a family of triangles with a → ∞. Show that for
these triangles α → 2 tan−1 (e−b ).
Exercise 4: Lines in the light cone.
(4 pts)
Let n ∈ R2,1 be a unit space-like vector (that is, hn, ni = 1) and let U = {v ∈ R2,1 |
hv, ni = 0} be the plane Lorentz-orthogonal to n. Denote by L ⊆ R2,1 the light cone.
(a) Show that L ∩ U consists of two lines l1 and l2 .
(b) Show that the span of n and l1 (resp. n and l2 ) is a plane in R2,1 tangent to L.
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